
Shackleton’s Incredible Journey
Leadership Curriculum

Lesson Plan for

PERSEVERANCE- In Failure

1. Introduction and Interaction
“Perseverance is similar to diligence, persistence, determination, grit, tenacity and
resolution (or resolve). Perseverance is continuing with something even though it is difficult.
It is ‘staying the course’ in spite of obstacles or discouragement. Each one of us face
obstacles at some point in our lives, but they don’t have to break us. Let’s take a look at
strategies to help us not lose sight of our goals while we work our way through one of life’s
failures.

2. Essay on Perseverance—In Failure
Everyone experiences failure. And because we know it will happen, we have to learn to deal
with it, and to adapt to the lessons we learn from each failure. The most well known people
in the world have all failed—world leaders, business executives, educators, celebrities, and
even parents. But all have gone on to accomplish great things after those failures. That’s
because they all understood that failure is the training ground or foundation for real success.
(Discussion Point #1) If you get knocked down by life and stay down, you are always
looking at things from the perspective of being down. But true champions always get up one
more time than they get knocked down. Albert Einstein said, “I think and think for months
and years. 99 times the conclusion is false. The hundredth time I am right.” From that
perspective, things always look better and you won’t miss opportunities. It all depends on
your perspective. (Discussion Point #2)
Think about Abraham Lincoln, our 16th president. He was born into poverty. His family
couldn’t afford an education so he educated himself, eventually becoming a lawyer. Lincoln
failed in business twice, he lost eight elections, his fiancé died, and he suffered depression
and a nervous breakdown. Many times he could have quit, but he refused; and because he
refused to quit he became one of the greatest figures in U.S. history. He was elected president
of the United States, and even won a second term. President Lincoln’s story represents the
finest example of perseverance. Although he faced countless defeats throughout his
life—many that must have seemed insurmountable (Discussion Point #3)—he never gave
up on his dreams. He finished what he started, a theme he spoke of in his second inaugural
address on March 4, 1865. “With malice toward none, with charity for all, with firmness in
the right as God gives us to see the right, let us strive on to finish the work we are in; to bind
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up the nation’s wounds; to care for him who shall have borne the battle, and for his widow
and orphan—to do all which may achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace, among
ourselves, and with all nations.” Refuse to quit in the face of failure. Persevere, and your
failures will become the foundation of your future successes.

3. Discussion Points
Discussion Point #1: “Failure is the training ground or foundation for real success.” What
does ‘training ground’ or ‘foundation’ mean in the context of that sentence?
Discussion Point #2: Einstein saw failure as a breeding ground of great success. By
analyzing each false conclusion he learned from his mistakes and turned in a new direction
for answers. Can anyone share an experience when a failure actually led toward
improvement?
Discussion Point #3: Insurmountable—who can define that for us? Can we come up with
three situations that might seem insurmountable?

4. Shackleton’s Best Moments
Shackleton turned failure into opportunity. “He tried his hand at journalism where he
made valuable connections...was an officer of the Royal Scottish Geographical Society
...dabbled in politics (unsuccessfully),...became an assistant to an engineering
magnate who introduced him to a circle of prominent businessmen...eventually
leading to his first opportunity as Captain, aboard the Nimrod.”* What moments do you
remember from the Shackleton’s Incredible Journey concert (or video) that highlighted
Shackleton’s perseverance throughout their voyage on the Endurance?

5. End the lesson by encouraging your students to think about the topic of the lesson
and consider whether it is a characteristic they personally already have, whether it
might be a characteristic they want to work on, or whether it is not of interest to them
at this point in their life. Thank your students for their attention.

*Shackleton’s Way, pgs. 31, 32
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